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Note to Bob Perlis

SUBJECT: V0GTLE 1 - AMENDMENTS TO CP's (0 ELD # 841 169)

i

Bob, the argument in this package is alright for the purpose in which its being
made; however, it does bother me in one respect. We, apparently, are now
putting our reliance on the fact that no change can be made without an 85% owner-
ship and that prevents the other guys from ganging up on Georgia Power. That's
looking at one side of the coin. The other side of the coin, however is, with
an 85% restriction in the purchase agreement, Georgia Power can't make any

- changes from whatever is covered by that purchase agreement. To that extent,
Georgia Power no longer has unilateral management control over this facility.
Do we know what's in that purchase agreement? Have we reviewed it? Is it okay
that Georgia Power should have given up whatever amount of management control

,

; ,

they otherwise would have had to the extent that they've given it up? I don't
- ( know. I would like to find out whether the Staff has looked into those
; questions. Have we looked at that purchase agreement and made sure that, as

' far as Georgia Power is concerned, this does not adversely affect its capability
[ to run that plant?
t

In plain words, what I want to do is to get a copy of that purchase agreement:.

i and let's'look at it. That doesn't necessarily have to hold up this amendment
; package but I don't want it to fall into the crack either. See if someone has
i a copy that purchase agreement.
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